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For the last ten years Ingo Vetter has visited Detroit regularly for research, artistic
production and to take extended photo series. Motor Show exhibition at Bildmuseet
brings together a number of these series and assembles them around a central
installation of car tires and ladders.
Detroit is shaped by the automobile and its industry like no other city, it is the
Motor City. The car has come to represent everything from progress and desire to
climate change and urban collapse, an irrational and emotionally charged metaphor
much like Detroit itself: Rock City, Murder City, Renaissance City, City of Tomorrow
are only a few of the names given to the city over the past four decades.
The latest eruption was the media coverage during the financial crisis, in which
the fate of Detroit has been portrayed as synonymous with the whole of the United
States. On the symbolic level, Detroit is a major concern, though few are interested
in the actual situation of the city or its inhabitants.
Detroit is a dynamic place and mobility seems to be the keyword for this city. Developments are not taking only one direction. In Detroit, things often simultaneously
tend to get better and worse. What one builds up, the other takes down, and as a
result, the city is always in motion. The car is omnipresent, but has lost its progressive potential. But there is a demand of new metaphors and Motor Show proposes
mobility, symbolized by people overcoming obstacles.
In 2005, Ingo Vetter, Annette Weisser and Mitch Cope founded the Detroit Tree of
Heaven Woodshop. The Woodshop works exclusively with wood processed from
the Tree of Heaven, a resource unfailing in Detroit. Also known as ghetto palm,
this plant (Ailanthus altissima) populates abandoned lots and deserted factory sites
all over Detroit. The wood is of poor quality by conventional standards, but the
artists look at it as a post-industrial resource, and take advantage of its ubiquity.
The Woodshop is set up as a loosely organized network of local specialists and
develops art works and commissions for international museums and galleries. All
frames, as well as other sculptural works in the exhibition, were specially produced
by the Detroit Tree of Heaven Woodshop.

Resource and Nostalgia
2008-10
Tree of Heaven habitats in Detroit
Series of 9 c-prints, 122 cm x 98 - 114 cm (48” x 38.5” - 45”)
Used toy cars
Series of 5 c-prints, 100 cm x 70 cm (39.4” x 27.6”)
Frames made out of Tree of Heaven wood

Motor Show
2010
Installation of car tires and ladders, dimensions variable.
Ladders made out of Tree of Heaven wood

Detroit Industries - Jax Carwash
2000
Work unit at a car wash plant
Series of 8 c-prints, 30 cm x 24 cm (11.8” x 9.5”)
Frames made out of Tree of Heaven wood
Detroit Industries - Urban Agriculture
2003
Documentation of urban agriculture in Detroit
Series of 3 x 3 c-prints, 137 cm x 40 cm (54” x 15.7”)
Real estate projects by commercial investors
Series of 3 c-prints, 70 cm x 70 cm (27.5” x 27.5”)
Frames made out of Tree of Heaven wood

Anytown
2000-05
- Sign-sample at Fairmont Sign Shop, Mt. Elliot Street, Detroit, 2005
- Schoolgirls at Catherine Ferguson Academy, Selden Street, Detroit, 2005
- Former residential area, Forest Avenue, Detroit, 2000
- Visitors infront of the mural “Detroit Industry” from Diego Rivera, 1932,
Detroit Institute of Arts, Woodward Avenue, 2000
- Monument to Joe Louis, Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, 2005
Series of c-prints, 100 cm x 85 cm (39.4” x 33.5”)
Frames made out of Tree of Heaven wood

The exhibition was realized in collaboration with Iaspis and Umeå Academy of
Fine Arts. Curator at Bildmuseet: Brita Täljedal
More information about Bildmuseet: http://www.bildmuseet.umu.se
More information and coming exhibition of the Detroit Tree of Heaven Woodshop:
http://treeofheavenwoodshop.com
More information about the tree can be found at Wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ailanthus_altissima

